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Context:

Implicit Neural Representation [1,2,] are powerful techniques to reconstruct shapes orrender scenes from different viewpoints [3]. They use a single neural network to represent afunction in the ambient space, function that serves for rendering the scene, or to extract the finalshape. While these methods initially suffered from high computation times, fast variants havebeen developed allowing to train these representations in a few seconds [4].
Goal:

In this internship, we will explore how implicit neural representation can be used fornondestructive imaging, such as for medical imaging or archaeological imaging. The goal is toreconstruct relevant organs from a sparse set of projections of an acquired volume. To do that,we will develop dedicated regularization techniques for handling data sparsity and possiblemeasurement noise.
As a secondary goal, we will explore how these representations can help the latersegmentation of the acquired objects into different parts for example.

Applications:
We target a medical image application when we only do a few measurements andarcheology.

Required skills: geometry processing, machine learning, optimization
Languages: Python/pytorch
Advisors: Julie Digne, Nicolas Bonneel
Location: LIRIS, Origami team, Nautibus building, Univ Lyon 1
Salary: 600€ per month
Duration: 4 to 6 months (starting date anytime between Feb 2022 to April 2022)
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